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The big data solution to network and  
data discovery, event detection and 
generating knowledge from your network 
to support your operational, compliance  
and security needs. 

Forest Tree enables you to make decisions 
based on real data from your network 
whether those decisions involve 
operational, security or compliance 
objectives. This solution shows you a 
comprehensive analysis of network traffic 
to identify and catalogue events in your 
organisation in real time. 

Our solution uses ground breaking machine 
learning capabilities to bring insights on 
system and user behaviours enabling 
decisions to be made holistically. It risk 
rates behaviours enabling unusual activity 
to be flagged to your operational teams. 
This solution learns and alerts you.

Forest Tree provides dashboards for IT 
operations, security and compliance 
teams that show the risk rated activity 
and highlight individual high risk 
communications. It provides the capability 
for teams to interrogate the database to 
investigate on suspicious or unusual activity. 
This solution answers all your questions.

With all network activity captured and tools 
for making queries, Forest Tree gives you 
the ability to demonstrate your compliance 
to policies and regulations and to prepare 
reports as required. This solution is your 
organisation’s “Black Box”

Forest Tree gives transparency to your 
business teams, seeing the same picture 
of the real activity passing across your 
network enabling appropriate business 
level responses. This solution enables 
cross-functional understanding.

A pioneering solution that empowers your functional teams 
to safeguard your enterprise.

FOREST TREE FOREST TREE 
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Forest Tree protects your assets, 
your organization and your reputation

MISSION
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Burning smoke is everywhere. We’re at war with an invisible enemy.

Forest Tree is pioneering the applications of 
machine learning, network monitoring and 
big data analytics to provide the capabilities 
that your operation and governance teams 
desperately need. The end result is analysts 
being equipped with the ability to detect and 
block intrusions faster and more efficiently 
than any other solution on the market, 
cutting the impact of successful cyber 
attacks launched against your company  
to very low levels.

Security breaches cost money and damage 
reputations. In this war of cybercrime,  
Forest Tree is your safety policy, your 
fire alarm system and extinguisher, the 
companion tool that your security and 
compliance teams need to help you and  
your organisation continue to grow and  
be more successful.
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A holistic solution designed to protect and serve your business needs 

CAPABILITIES
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Network 
operations

Security

Forest Tree provides information about data and communications in your 
network allowing full visibility of activity from your systems. Operations 
staff can extract data to create inventories of your entire estate and its 
behaviour dynamically. It can be used to identify end-user computing, 
data transfers to cloud providers and other third parties. Forest Tree can 
bring you visibility of services that are outside the control of your systems 
management solutions.

Forest Tree produces risk rated assessments of all network activity, facilitates 
inspection down to packet level for security operations teams and provide 
security dashboards for management. Connections and data transfers can  
be approved so that they aren’t continuously flagged for attention. 

We use machine learning to characterise user behaviour and can identify 
when a user deviates from the norms for they role or is inconsistent with 
their peers.

Forest Tree works with unstructured data within emails and attachments  
as well as structured data providing the widest coverage of data traversing 
your network.

Group 
Functions

Forest Tree supports Group functions who can have the same visibility  
of dashboard information and thus have transparency between  
operations and policy and compliance departments. Some examples  
of use cases include:

Is user behaviour changing? Which users are not complying with policies?

Are you in compliance with policies and regulations?

Is the total risk score reducing in line with your plan?

FOREST TREE FOREST TREE 



· up to 1Tb/s
per sensor

· Zero loss

· Decryption

· Big Data analysis

· Anomoly
detection

· Internal and
external threat
detection

· No signatures

Real Time
data extraction

External Sources

Big Data Storage

Machine
Learning
Analysis

*Roadmap for
next releases

Active
Response

· Powerful yet easy UI

· Linked data visualisation

· Provides feedback for
supervised learning to
the AI engine

Security Analysis UI
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ARCHITECTURE
Forest Tree has been built from the ground up to deal with vast 
amounts of data and has the flexibility to scale up linearly.  
The modular architecture allows Forest Tree to adapt to the 
needs of each environment, achieving unparalleled performance. 
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Forest Tree can be deployed and integrated 
into organisations with minimal effort, 
having no impact on existing services. It can 
capture data at line speed, with zero packet 
loss, or import it from a variety of sources. 
Using a patented analysis engine, the data 
and metadata in the communication flows 
are extracted and made available by using 
big data technology. 

In order to make the data meaningful  
for the analysts, it is enriched with  
external sources, and analysed to identify 
linked content. 

A powerful machine learning engine 
processes the augmented information to 
understand the behaviour of each person 
and device in the company and compares 
it with the rest of their peers and its own 
history. Anomalies are effectively detected 
with high accuracy and an active response 
can be triggered as a response.

Through a powerful UI, analysts can easily 
access and investigate security events.  
The augmented information and the 
intelligence provided by the machine learning 
algorithms provide invaluable information to 
rapidly identify active threats and improve 
the efficiency of threat hunting activities. 

FOREST TREE FOREST TREE 
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Performance engineered
Our solution is built to meet the needs  
of even the most sophisticated networks. 
Everything from the detection of events 
through to the generation of reports has 
been developed by our engineers to ensure 
speed and scalability. Our Core engine has 
been implemented and tested on networks 
that operate at one terabit per second — 
processing the entire network traffic,  
with zero packet loss, all in real time.  
Our solution is linearly scalable; we 
maintain our high performance on 
networks of any size or complexity.

Delivers certainty
Business decisions require accuracy.  
Our entire product  has been developed  
and tested to ensure that you know 
exactly what actions are happening within 
your network at a given point in time. 
Its ability to act as a “black box” on the 
network, recording network activity for 
later investigation, gives certainty to your 
forensic investigations and incident reports. 
We help ensure  your leadership  
are informed on any incidents before 
regulators and reporters approach them.

Built for people
Every part of  our solution has been 
designed in consultation with security 
analysts, incident responders, penetration 
testers and CISOs to ensure that it is 

as efficient and as effective as possible. 
The user experience has been carefully 
considered to ensure that analysts can get 
to the features they need quickly, and the 
dashboards have been designed to ensure 
that each analyst is presented with the 
data they need to be able to perform their 
job. We work continuously with industry 
professionals to ensure our product meets 
the operational needs of security teams. 

Designed for display
We have carefully crafted dashboards 
and report templates that your leadership 
will want to see. Our clear graphical 
representations help articulate the 
complexities of enterprise network traffic 
and risk in an inviting and engaging way.

Implement with ease
Security solutions shouldn’t be difficult 
to implement, nor difficult to use and 
maintain. Our solution sits above your 
network and draws data from a SPAN port 
or network tap; this ensures compatibility 
with your network and removes any need 
for complex implementation projects. 
Maintaining the solution couldn’t be easier. 
We train your IT service team to handle 
first line support and on the rare occasion 
that more support is needed our engineers 
are always ready to help.
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Designed for humans; engineered for networks

STRENGTHS

FOREST TREE FOREST TREE 
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COMPONENTS

Forest Tree is comprised of four key modules. 
A modular approach ensures that we 
provide the best fit for your business, and 
the in-built API allows us to integrate with 
complimentary solutions. 

Taking a look under the hood

Forest Tree can be implemented as a complete 
solution, or on a modular basis. Core is the only 
modules that must be implemented to allow  
the other modules to operate.

FOREST TREE FOREST TREE 
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Core is the heart of Forest Tree.

Core is the module that allows the solution 
to monitor your entire network; it is the 
powerhouse behind the solution.  
Core captures, analyses, and processes 
your network data before storing it in big 
data storage; all whilst being completely 
transparent to your network. Currently 
implemented on network backbones with 

bandwidths of one terabit per second,  
Core is able to achieve this with zero 
packet loss. Core is based on a patented 
technology. Because Core does not sit 
within your network, but above it, there are 
no compatibility or latency issues with any 
network that uses TCP/IP.

Core

The user interface is the face of Forest Tree, 
creating the link between Forest Tree and 
your analysts.

Monitoring large and complex networks 
creates large and complex data sets. 
Analysts have to be presented with data in a 
format that allows it to be easily and quickly 
understood, with no room for ambiguity. 
Our user interface has been designed from 
the ground up to achieve this. Based on 
research conducted with security and SOC 

analysts we ensure that the data presented to 
everyone is easy to understand, and relevant 
to the task being performed.

From minimising the distance between 
frequently used features on the interface, 
through to the ease at which custom 
dashboards, reports and visualisations are 
created, our designers have thought of every 
detail. The end result is a solution that your 
analysts will enjoy using and best of all - it’s 
operating-system agnostic.

User Interface

FOREST TREE FOREST TREE 
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The behavioural learning module is the brains 
of Forest Tree.

This is where our solution is Pioneering.  
Our behavioural learning algorithms are what 
allow the solution to automatically detect 
security incidents within your network. 
Developed by world class in-house machine 
learning and behavioural analysis experts, 
the algorithms use the data extracted by 
Core to analyse the behaviour of devices  
and people on your network, and raise an 
alert when they detect anything anomalous.

Built using generative models based upon 
deep learning, the algorithms are cutting 
edge. We are able to analyse hundreds of 
different features for each and every person 
and device that operates on your network, 
be it a server, mobile phone, printer, or a 
desktop. Because they don’t use signatures  
to detect anomalies, our algorithms are 
able to alert on previously unknown and 
unanalysed  security incidents, giving your 
network unprecedented levels of protection.

Behavioural Learning

The security analytics module is the brawn  
of Forest Tree.

The vast amounts of real time and 
historical data collected by the Core 
engine allows your analysts to perform 
powerful security analytics to ensure 
the swift detection and investigation 
of any security incident that occurs on 
your network. It also allows a risk based 
analysis to be taken of your network, 
providing input into your risk and internal 
audit functions. The solution allows you 
to quantify risks in a quick and digestible 
format for your executives. The solution 
allows you to compare network traffic 
against your security policies; you can 
use the analytics component to compare 

the ports and protocols being used by the 
network traffic against your enterprise’s 
network governance policies, and identify 
non-compliance.

The security analytics platform also gives 
forensic investigators and analysts access 
to a wealth of historical network data, 
increasing the speed and efficiency of 
investigations into incidents and helping 
you to comply with regulatory reporting 
time constraints. Whether your team are 
responding to an incident in real time,  
or performing a forensic investigation  
of a past incident, the solution’s use of  
live network data ensures clarity and 
accuracy in the analysis and remediation 
of the incident.

Security Analytics

FOREST TREE FOREST TREE 
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Machine Learning
Machine learning has developed over the 
last few years into a powerful set of tools 
for discovering and analysing patterns in 
large data sets. These tools enable us to 
understand  and process complex data sets 
in a way that was previously not possible. 

The key to the recent success of Machine 
Learning is the construction of algorithms 
that have the capacity to learn complex 
relationships within a given data set but at 
the same time allow generalisation of these 
discovered relationships to new, previously 
unseen, data. This means that the algorithms 
learn about the nature of the process that 
generates the data, rather than just the 
specific details of a particular data set. 
Generalisation is the property that makes 
Machine Learning so powerful. 

Deep Learning loosely describes a new 
class of Machine Learning algorithms, built 
from classical Machine Learning, but with 
an emphasis on using multiple layers of 

learning algorithms. By using multiple layers, 
Deep Learning is able to bridge the gap 
between the raw data and a more structured 
representation of the data which takes into 
account multiple levels of inter-relationships 
within the data.

A Machine Learning algorithm is only as  
good as the data fed into it and here  
Forest Tree utilises its industry leading data 
capture Core engine. The Forest Tree Core 
engine captures not just packet header 
information, but also payload information. 
The payload bytes are recursively analysed 
by the Core engine to identify multiple 
features in the data, such a whether an email 
was sent, what was the name of the email 
client, as well as email content information, 
when available. The output of the Core 
engine is then a full ‘user story’ for a 
network flow, detailing the behaviour of the 
user at multiple levels.  These ‘user stories’ 
are the input to the Forest Tree Machine 
Learning algorithms.

Our Machine Learning algorithms take 
these ‘user stories’ across the entire 
network and learn patterns of behaviour. 
It is worth pausing for a moment to 
understand what this entails. Each ‘user 
story’ consists of many different types 
of information ranging from basic IP 
addresses to textual content. We use the 
latest advances in Deep Learning, together 
with our own proprietary algorithms, to 
encode these diverse information types 
into a common format which can then  
be consistently analysed for patterns. 

As a result of pattern analysis, each 
observed network flow is allocated risk 
factors, which describe the extent to which 
the network flow is normal or anomalous. 
Whether a particular network flow is 
considered anomalous depends on the 
entirety of the ‘user story’ and therefore can 
encompass complex relationships between 
and within user behaviour, as identified  
by the Machine Learning algorithms. 

The question becomes, why Machine 
Learning? Classical approaches in 
cyber security to threat detection 
involve predefined pattern recognition 
- programmers manually define rules to 
identify attacks and potentially malicious 
user behaviour. This approach suffers  
from one critical flaw, the world is 
constantly changing, and we believe the 
machine should learn to adapt with their 
always changing environment. 

Our algorithms offer scalability which 
allows us to handle large networks. 
The system is designed to scale with an 
organization and is a solution regardless 
of whether the network consists of 
10 or 10,000 computers. Most of the 
computation we perform utilizes nVidia 
CUDA technology for massively parallel 
computation. As your organization grows, 
we scale with you. 

FOREST TREE FOREST TREE 
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Forest Tree: LIVE
Forest Tree’s  live view provides a dashboard 
with real time information about your 
network. It’s a quick and clear way to 
understand what is really happening inside 
your organisation right now. Different 
visualisation types are available to articulate 
the many types of information analysts 
might need all presented in a beautiful 
design language. 

A set of different traffic modules articulate 
the volume and type of traffic entering and 
leaving the network. It’s easy to see who, 
when and where people in your organisation 
are communicating. Algorithms allow 
historical comparison of the live data to 
show whether it is expected or not, allowing 
an analyst to quickly asses the severity 
of a potential peak in traffic. Geographic 
representations are also useful for 
compliance and internal governance as high 
risk countries can be marked with a different 
colour on the map.

Representing the changes in user behaviour 
is inherently difficult, so our solution 
simplifies the process of understanding the 
output from our machine learning module 
into a distribution anomalous events.  
A model of recent activity can be compared 
against the entire records to date to allow 
analysts to see a potential shift and take 
action. There are also tables to show which 
users are behaving unusually, internal 
and external traffic comparisons, and a 
threshold can be set to trigger an alert.

We understand each organisation’s needs 
are different, so we’ve built our visualisation 
components modularly. We can create 
multiple, bespoke visualisations across 
any number of screens to meet monitoring 
needs; get in touch to find out how we can 
visualise yours.

FOREST TREE FOREST TREE 
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CASE 
STUDY
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A telecommunications provider.

A critical telecommunications provider 
was experiencing unusually high amounts 
of traffic on their network. They could not 
understand the traffic’s nature or content 
and suspected that their resources were 
being misused. Existing network traffic 
analysers could not handle the large amount 
of data that the communications provider 
was experiencing and could not analyse the 
traffic to the required level of granularity.

The Core module of Forest Tree was deployed 
on the communications provider’s network. 
The solution monitored the network flows 
and analysed the data packets, giving the 
communications provider clear insight into 

the unusual traffic, its origin, and its contents. 
Malicious and inappropriate content was 
identified and blocked.

Core’s data capture and data analysis 
capabilities are often called upon to tackle 
the most difficult data analysis challenges.  
It’s big data capabilities allow the solution  
to store large amounts of historical network 
traffic information to add context to its 
analyses. In this case study, the result of this 
powerful capability led to a reduction in the 
bandwidth in use on the telecommunications 
provider’s network and the creation of a new 
predictive resource provisioning plan, which 
optimised customer acquisition costs.

Our Core module alone, is operating at some of the world’s 
most high throughput and demanding networks. A flexible 
solution, we can adapt to meet the use case of the client;  
the case study serves to highlight the reliability, robustness, 
and flexibility of our solution.

As a security company, we never disclose client information. 
For references, more case studies and credentials please 
contact us.

FOREST TREE FOREST TREE 



Cyber crime existed almost since the 
beginning of computing. Regardless of 
whether it was for fun, for revenge or to 
get a financial reward, there’s always been 
malicious software trying to get control of  
our computers. Luckily, there has always 
been an effort to identify malware to 
prevent it from harming our systems. There 
is a plethora of organisations devoted to 
gathering as much knowledge and as many 
samples as possible of malicious programs 
to identify how they look like and how they 
behave in order  
to create signatures or heuristic analysis  
to detect them.

While this approach allows detecting the bad 
activities you are aware of and some of the 
unknown, it doesn’t detect the “not good” 
activities. To make an analogy, the opposite  
of white is not black, it is “not white”.  
The approach commonly taken is to detect 
traces of dark activity.

However, even if you try to get as many 
samples of malicious activity as possible, 
there will always be something new and you 
will be dealing with the unknown. But why 
deal with the unknown when you can work 
with known facts? There is a more logical way 
to solve this problem and it is to learn how the 
good people behave and detect what  
is behaving differently.

Actually, this is the approach we have always 
taken with our kids. Nobody says “Don’t take 
sweets from people that looks like all of these 
bad guys”. We always tell them “Don’t take 

sweets from strangers”. They know who they 
know, and everyone else is a stranger. 
 And that simple definition has different 
meanings for each person. Strangers  
are particular to each and every person.  
We believe that the same approach can  
be taken to protect organisations.

When it comes to security, it makes far more 
sense to completely understand how the 
people in your organisation work, learn from 
their behaviour and identify deviations from 
the norm. You are basing your analysis on 
known facts, on things you can check that are 
specific to your organisation. That’s what we 
call “Behavioural Learning”.

Our research has been focused on obtaining 
enough information to understand the 
behaviour of people inside organisations, 
apply Behavioural Learning to those 
parameters, and use all the gathered 
knowledge to identify outliers with a high 
degree of confidence.

To do so, our technologist are decomposing 
network traffic at all levels; from 
connections, protocols, applications, 
data types, information exchanged in 
the communication. The results are very 
enlightening when information from different 
levels are combined together. Using just 
knowledge from one of these layers, e.g. 
network, helps identifying some types of 
threats, but it is when you combine all of 
them is when Behavioural Learning shines.

The accurate distinction between good  
and not good allows to finally apply the  
“Don’t take sweets from strangers” approach.
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Don’t take sweets from strangers

PHILOSOPHY
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WHAT’S NEXT 
A partnership that strengthens your security.

This brochure aims to demonstrate some of 
Forest Tree’s unique capabilities. Capabilities 
that will arm your security analysts, 
information security and governance 
functions, and executives with the tools  
they need to be able to detect, respond  
to and understand security incidents on  
your network.

Our solution continues to evolve. Partnering 
with us will allow you to enjoy all the benefits 
of our solution today, whilst also receiving 

regular updates and patches to ensure that 
your security teams are not left lacking.  
Our consultants, security experts and 
support teams are always on hand if needed, 
and our training teams are ready to upskill 
and enlighten your analysts to the capabilities 
of Forest Tree.

To learn more about Forest Tree, and to ask 
for a proof of concept, contact us now.

FOREST TREE FOREST TREE 
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